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At least eight suspected Russian intelligence officers traveled to Bulgaria around the time a
local arms dealer was poisoned in 2015, the investigative outlet Bellingcat reported on
Saturday.

Bulgarian arms dealer Emilian Gebrev survived the April 28, 2015, poisoning attempt in Sofia.
Investigators reopened Gebrev’s case in 2018 when he linked his poisoning with that of double
agent Sergei Skripal and his daughter in Britain.

Related article: Secret Russian Military Intelligence Unit Linked to ‘Campaign to Destabilize
Europe’ – NYT

Bulgaria’s chief prosecutor said this year that one of the three suspects in the Skripal
poisoning had visited Bulgaria three times in 2015 and was in the country when Gebrev was
poisoned. Last week, Spain named the same suspect — Denis Sergeyev — in its probe of
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Russia’s role in Catalonia’s rejected 2017 independence referendum.

Sergeyev was one of eight GRU military intelligence agents who traveled in and out of Bulgaria
in the weeks before and after Gebrev’s poisoning, Bellingcat reported Saturday.

It said the eight agents belong to an elite overseas operations sub-unit of GRU Unit 29155,
which The New York Times reported oversaw a campaign to “destabilize” Europe.

European officials believe Sergeyev — using the alias Sergei Fedotov — oversaw the Skripal
poisoning mission, The New York Times said. He and a second man using the alias Sergei
Pavlov traveled to Britain one year before the 2018 poisoning, it reported.

According to Bellingcat, Pavlov and Fedotov traveled to Bulgaria two months ahead of
Gebrev’s poisoning in 2015.

Another traveler named in Bellingcat’s report — Vladimir Moiseev, alias Vladimir Popov —
has been sentenced in absentia by Montenegro over a 2016 election-day plot to topple its
government.

Bellingcat said it was able to track the alleged agents’ movements because they used real birth
dates on travel passports that bore false identities. Sergeyev was reported to have used the
same alias — Fedotov — when traveling to both Bulgaria in 2015 and Barcelona in 2017.

Gebrev and his son reported similar poisoning symptoms in May 2015, a month after his
initial poisoning, during another one of Sergeyev’s stays in Bulgaria under the name Fedotov.

Bellingcat said Gebrev’s arms sales company Emco had faced a long attempt to discredit it.

“In the absence of logical alternative explanations, Gebrev’s own hypothesis that he may have
been targeted based on false information fed by competitors to the Kremlin, stands out as the
most plausible scenario,” it wrote.

Reuters contributed reporting to this article.
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